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Abstract 
Purpose: To quantitatively evaluate four different Proton SFUD PBS initial planning 
strategies for lung mobile tumor. Methods and Materials: A virtual lung patient’s 
four-dimensional computed tomography (4DCT) was generated in this study. To 
avoid the uncertainties from target delineation and imaging artifacts, a sphere with 
diameter of 3 cm representing a rigid mobile target (GTV) was inserted into the right 
side of the lung. The target motion is set in superior-inferior (SI) direction from −5 
mm to 5 mm. Four SFUD planning strategies were used based on: 1) Maximum-In- 
tensity-Projection Image (MIP-CT); 2) CT_average with ITV overridden to muscle 
density (CTavg_muscle); 3) CT_average with ITV overridden to tumor density 
(CTavg_tumor); 4) CT_average without any override density (CTavg_only). Dose 
distributions were recalculated on each individual phase and accumulated together to 
assess the “actual” treatment. To estimate the impact of proton range uncertainties, 
+/−3.5% CT calibration curve was applied to the 4DCT phase images. Results: Com-
paring initial plan to the dose accumulation: MIP-CT based GTV D98 degraded 2.42 
Gy (60.10 Gy vs 57.68 Gy). Heart D1 increased 6.19 Gy (1.88 Gy vs 8.07 Gy); 
CTavg_tumor based GTV D98 degraded 0.34 Gy (60.07 Gy vs 59.73 Gy). Heart D1 
increased 2.24 Gy (3.74 Gy vs 5.98 Gy); CTavg_muscle based initial GTV D98 de-
graded 0.31 Gy (60.4 Gy vs 60.19 Gy). Heart D1 increased 3.44 Gy (4.38 Gy vs 7.82 
Gy); CTavg_only based Initial GTV D98 degraded 6.63 Gy (60.11 Gy vs 53.48 Gy). 
Heart D1 increased 0.30 Gy (2.69 Gy vs 2.96 Gy); in the presence of ±3.5% range un-
certainties, CTavg_tumor based plan’s accumulated GTV D98 degraded to 57.99 Gy 
(+3.5%) 59.38 Gy (−3.5%), and CTavg_muscle based plan’s accumulated GTV D98  
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degraded to 59.37 Gy (+3.5%) 59.37 Gy (−3.5%). Conclusion: This study shows that 
CTavg_Tumor and CTavg_Muscle based planning strategies provide the most robust 
GTV coverage. However, clinicians need to be aware that the actual dose to OARs at 
distal end of target may increase. The study also indicates that the current SFUD PBS 
planning strategy might not be sufficient to compensate the CT calibration uncertainty. 
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1. Introduction 

Lung cancer is the leading cancer cause of death in the United States with over 158,000 
estimated deaths in 2015 [1]. In the early 2000, several institutions have been investi-
gating the benefits of using proton beam therapy for lung cancer based on Passive- 
Scattering (PS) technique [2] [3]. After 2010, with the development of proton therapy 
technique, most of new proton centers under construction will be equipped with Pencil 
Beam Scanning (PBS) only. Moreover, some existing centers have been working on or 
plan to upgrade Passive-Scattering (PS) to PBS gantries. In contrast to more popularity 
of implementing the novel PBS technique in clinic, the treatment planning strategy for 
lung mobile tumors is still not clear due to the uncertainties related to the proton range 
and tumor motion. Recently, several institutions have started evaluating the interplay 
effect of motion target with spot scanning Intensity Modulated Proton Therapy (IMPT) 
delivery technique and robustness optimization algorithms to ensure the coverage for 
motion target [4]. But less effort has been put into the investigation of the dosimetric 
outcome and planning strategies of using Single Field Uniform Dose (SFUD) for mo- 
bile lung tumor which now has been one of the most popular proton PBS planning 
strategies implemented in clinic. 

For motion management control, 4D computed tomography (4DCT) is widely used 
to access the internal organ motion [5]-[9]. Due to the heterogeneity density in the 
beam path and organ motion which will change the difference of the Water Effective 
Thickness (WET) from surface to the tumor during the breathing cycle, the proton plan 
calculated on the initial static planning CT could not represent the “actual” or accumu-
lative dose. To ensure the target coverage in the presence of organ motion for the pas- 
sive-scattering proton planning strategy, Lei et al. in 2007 suggested using CT-Avg with 
ICTV override to a higher density CT number (100 HU). However, passive-scanning 
proton planning workflow and consideration were very different from SFUD PBS plan-
ning because there is no aperture, compensator and smearing, etc. Lei’s study did not 
include any proton range calibration uncertainties. Thus, to move clinical planning 
strategy from passive-scattering to PBS SFUD, it is very important to understand and 
evaluate benefits and risk of using different planning SFUD strategies. 

However, artifacts resulting from the acquisition and post-processing limit 4DCT’s 
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accuracy. The artifacts present as artificial anatomic spatial distributions and cause un-
certainty of the true anatomic position and configuration with breathing, potentially 
leading to errors in treatment planning delineation and targeting [10]. In this quantita-
tive study, we created a series of virtual lung patient 4DCT phase images to avoid any 
uncertainties in the target delineation and artifacts. 

With the development of Deformable Imaging Registration (DIR), a new approach 
has been developed to assess the accumulate dose distribution using 4DCT to take into 
account of tumor and organ motion for each breathing phases [11]-[14]. The accumu-
lated dose calculated based on the 4DCT DIR is representing the likely actual dose that 
would be delivered on the patient. In this study, we using different SFUD planning 
strategies and evaluate the actual accumulated dose distribution using DIR based on 
each breathing phase. 

2. Methods and Materials 
2.1. Virtual Lung Tumor Patient 4DCT Model Generation 

The virtual lung tumor patient 4DCT model image sets include 11 CT images 
representing the target motion in SI direction with displacement +/−5 mm. The target 
volume and relative stopping power 0.91 of water for tumor density were acquired from 
the mean value for 10 lung patients measured in our institution, which was approx-
imate to what was reported by other investigators [15]. The mechanics of respiration 
induces an expansion–contraction motion is the most significant in the superior-infe- 
rior (SI) direction of the patient [16] [17]. Due to the excursion of tumor motion for 
90% lung patients was less than 10 mm [18], the target with 10 mm motion excursion 
was adopted in this study. 

To generate the model, a patient 4DCT including 11 phase images with dimension 
512 × 512 × 80 and resolution 0.098 cm × 0.098 cm × 0.25 cm were adopted to perform 
simulation. First, each phase image was converted to the dimension 500 × 500 × 200 
with resolution 0.1 cm × 0.1 cm × 0.1 cm utilizing trilinear interpolation. Then all the 
phase images were sorted according to the displacement of diaphragm. It is reported 
that the spherical lesion was adopted in digital phantom for simulation. Similarly, a 
sphere with diameter of 3 cm representing target was inserted in the middle of right 
lung with relative proton stopping power of 0.91 water on Figure 1, which was a refer-
ence phase. The other 10 patient virtual 4DCT phase images were generated through 
inserting the target to cover region of target motion in SI direction with −5 mm to 5 
mm and resolution of 1mm according to the reference image in different images with 
appropriate diaphragm displacement. 

The gross tumor volume (GTV) on each phase image can be outlined accurately 
through threshold and ITV was acquired by combining GTVs from all the phases. Lung 
and heart were outlined on each phase phantom image as well. The average CT 
(CTavg_only) and maximum intensity projection (MIP) CT phantom image were gen-
erated by utilizing the mean and maximum CT numbers of the 11 phantom CT datasets 
at each pixel position respectively. The CTavg_only and MIP CT image represent the 
mean density and highest density in space in the process of all moving tissues among  
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Figure 1. Phase image, CTavg_only and MIP CT. 

 
the 11 phases of the motion cycle respectively. While the CTavg_muscle and CTavg_ 
tumor were generated through overriding ITV to muscle density and tumor density on 
average CT respectively. The contours including GTV, lung and heart in all the four 
kinds of average CT images are the same as the one on reference phase image. 

2.2. Proton Treatment Plan 

Single field uniform Dose (SFUD) proton plans were generated using posterior and 
right lateral beams. Plan was optimized based four initial CTs (MIP CT, CTavg_muscle, 
CTavg_tumor and CTavg_only) respectively. Posterior and Right lateral beams were 
chosen. Beam-specific PTVs (BSPTVs) were created to take into account of 3.5% +1 
mm proton range and energy selection uncertainty for each beam direction which is 
about 6 mm anterior/posterior for PA beam and 5 mm Left/Right for RT LAT beam 
direction. 5 mm margin was used for all around other direction from the ITV to 
BSPTV except distal end. Each field covers 95% BSPTV with 60Gy and combines both 
field deliver 100% of the prescription dose to at least 95% PTV_eval. However, in the 
current clinical practice, this BSPTV expansion methodology does not take into ac- 
count for the WET changes between muscle and lung tissue. PTV_eval iscreated with 5 
mm margin all around the ITV. The dose distribution of treatment plan based CTavg_ 
only was displayed on Figure 2 as an example. 

2.3. Plan Evaluation 

To calculate the “actual” or accumulative dose for a moving target, it is necessary to  
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Figure 2. Dose distribution for initial plan based CTavg_only. 

 
trace the voxel motion trajectory during the respiratory cycle. The voxel-by-voxel dis-
placement vector linking the geometric coordinates between reference phase image and 
other phase images was acquired by the gray-scale image intensity-based, a kind of de- 
formable image registration method [19]. Dose calculation was performed for each 
phase using the different initial plans respectively. Each phase dose distribution was 
deformed to the reference phase image using the corresponding displacement vector. 
The accumulative dose distribution of all 11 phases was equal weight summed onto the 
single reference phase. While the dose distribution calculated using the designing CT 
set for each plan was referred to as the initialize dose distribution for that treatment 
plan. The dose discrepancy of D99 D98 and D1 (the dose to 99%, 98% and 1% of region 
of interest volume, respectively) for target and D1 for heart between initial plan and 
phase dose, accumulative dose were calculated to analyze respectively. 

When calculating cumulative dose distribution, we can pick any phase as a reference 
phase. In this study, the phase image with target position in the middle is adopted as 
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reference. Because the target position in the other 10 phase images are symmetrical 
about the middle one, and an important factor is that the dose distribution in ITV for 
each initial plan is very homogenous. For example, in the initial plan based CTavg_ 
tumor, the D99, D98 and D1 of target are 60.3 Gy ± 0.07 Gy (1SD), 60.4 Gy ± 0.01 Gy 
and 63.13 Gy ± 0.1 Gy for all GTVs included in ITV respectively. The standard devia-
tion is approximated to 0 Gy, which demonstrates the dose distribution is most identify 
between GTVs included in ITV for initial plan based CTavg_tumor. The similar result 
can be acquired for initial plan based on other CT image. 

2.4. Proton Range Uncertainties +/−3.5% 

To assess the worst-case-scenario in presence of +/−3.5% proton range difference due 
to the calibration challenge during the “actual” treatment, proton relative stopping 
power of each phase images were scaled up or down by 3.5% compared to the original 
clinical CT calibration curve. Then, dose recalculation and accumulation were per- 
formed based on the methods described above. 

3. Results 

Each phase dose distribution was acquired using the plan had been implemented on the 
designing CT set respectively. Figure 3 demonstrates the dose volume histogram 
(DVH) of GTV for each phase and initial plan. In the case of MIP CT and CTavg_only 
based planning, the dispersion of GTV’s DVH is significantly larger comparing to the 
CTavg_tumor and CTavg_muscle based planning strategies which indicates lower dose 
delivered to target overall treatment due to using the inappropriate CT average image 
sets. The minimum of D98 for GTV reach 55.14 Gy in phase 5 mm and 47.51 Gy in 
phase 5 mm in the plan based MIP CT with initial GTV D98 = 60.09 Gy and CTavg_ 
only with initial GTV D98 = 60.10 Gy respectively. The dose difference on GTV was 
shown in Figure 4. While the worst case of D98 for GTV in the plan based CTavg_  
tumor with initial GTV D98 = 60.07 Gy and CTavg_muscle with initial GTV D98 = 
60.4 Gy are 58.29 Gy and 59.31 Gy respectively. CTavg_muscle shows slightly better 
coverage in the worst-case breathing phase image set. Table 1 lists the detail result. 

The accumulative dose was calculated by sum up total phase dose distribution using 
the corresponding DVF. The dose difference and DVH between accumulative dose and 
planned dose on target were shown in Figure 5. In fact, the D98 of cumulative dose for 
GTV based CTavg_only and MIP CT are 53.48 Gy and 57.68 Gy, the corresponding 
discrepancy compared to planned dose reach to −11% and −4% respectively. While the 
D98 of cumulative dose for GTV based CTavg_muscle and CTavg_tumor are acquired 
as 60.19 Gy with discrepancy 0% and 59.73 Gy with discrepancy −1%, which is close to 
the initial plan dose. The dose discrepancy on GTV between cumulative dose and initial 
dose are larger for MIP CT and CTavg_only sensitivity of proton range and motion of 
the tumor uncertainties. While the corresponding discrepancy are relatively small for 
CTavg_muscle and CTavg_tumor, which is the reason that the proton plan was often 
implemented on CTavg_muscle or CTavg_tumor in most of the proton clinic. 
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Figure 3. DVHs of different phase for GTV and initial plan based (a) CTavg_tumor, (b) CTavg_muscle, (c) CTavg_only, (d) MIPCT. 

 
However, in presence of proton range uncertainty of +/−3.5% [20] [21], the disper-

sion of DVHs significantly increase based both CTavg_tumor and CTavg_muscle. DVH 
for GTV on each phase was displayed on Figure 6. In the worst case, GTV D98 de-
crease to 51.96 Gy in phase −5 mm on CTavg_tumor based plan, while D98 of GTV 
decrease to 55.96 Gy in phase −5 mm on CTavg_muscle based plan. Detail result was 
listed in Table 2. Figure 7 shows the GTV coverage difference between the accumula-
tive dose and planned dose. 

As far as heart, the D1 are 1.88 Gy, 2.69 Gy, 3.74 Gy and 4.38 Gy in the initial plan 
based on MIP CT, CTavg_only, CTavg_tumor and CTavg_muscle respectively. But the 
D1 for heart reaches to 8.02 Gy on phase −5 mm on CTavg_tumor based plan, while 
the one is 10.21 Gy on phase −5 mm on CTavg_muscle based plan. The worst case dose 
difference in heart for plan based on CTavg_tumor and CTavg_muscle were shown in 
Figure 4. The accumulative dose through breathing phases are 8.07 Gy (+6.19 Gy), 2.96 
Gy (+0.27 Gy), 5.98 Gy (+2.24 Gy) and 7.82 Gy (+3.44 Gy) for initial plan based on  
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(a)                                                               (b) 

 
(c)                                                              (d) 

Figure 4. Dose difference (a) between initial plan based CTavg_tumor and on phase −5 mm for heart, (b) between initial plan based 
CTavg_muscle and phase −5 mm for heart, (c) between initial plan based CTavg_only and phase 5 mm for target, (d) between initial plan 
based MIP CT and phase 5 mm for target. 
 

MIP CT, CTavg_only, CTavg_tumor and CTavg_muscle respectively (compared to the 
initial plan). The results indicate that overriding ITV density could improve the target 
coverage. However, as a tradeoff, proton dose might stop into the heart at the distal end 
of the target. 

4. Discussion 

The study shows that the proton dose on the static CT might not be equal to the accu-
mulative or actual delivered dose due to the motion and uncertainties. Normally, ac-
cumulative dose to GTV will degraded compared to the initial plan. The study also 
demonstrated that the 4DCT images combined with deformable image registration 
could be a very useful tool to assess the “actual” treatment delivered dose. The result 
shows that CTavg_tumor and CTavg_muscle are the two most robust proton SFUD 
plan techniques for lung mobile tumor which agrees with the finding from Kang et al 
on Passive Scattering proton planning strategies [22]. 

Large proton dose uncertainties were observed in the distal end of the mobile target 
on MIP CT, CTavg_tumor and CTavg_muscle. This could be explained by the overes-
timate the tumor density in the initial planning CT. When tumor is moving in and out 
during the breathing cycle, proton beam will stop further than the initial plan which 
result more accumulative dose to the heart at the distal end of target. In the presence of 
CT calibration uncertainty +/−3.5%, all four planning strategies are not able of provide 
adequate target coverage during the breathing cycle, because BSPTV 5 ~ 6 mm along  

Over-dosage in heart Over-dosage in heart

Ctavg_tumor

Under-dosage in target Under-dosage in target
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Table 1. Dose value of GTV and Heart for initial plan based (a) CTavg_tumor, (b) CTavg_  
muscle, (c) CTavg_only, (d) MIP CT. 

(a) 

 GTV Heart 

 D99 D98 D1 D1 

 Gy Gy Gy Gy 

Initial Plan 59.94 60.07 62.34 3.74 

Phase −5 mm 57.01 58.29 62.15 8.02 

Phase −4 mm 58.63 59.12 62.13 7.20 

Phase −3 mm 58.81 59.22 62.14 6.86 

Phase −2 mm 59.23 59.51 62.09 6.54 

Phase −1 mm 58.79 59.13 62.35 5.08 

Phase 0 mm 59.20 59.48 62.36 4.80 

Phase 1 mm 59.12 59.39 62.25 4.97 

Phase 2 mm 59.40 59.59 62.33 7.73 

Phase 3 mm 59.23 59.45 62.46 7.44 

Phase 4 mm 59.36 59.50 62.35 7.36 

Phase 5 mm 58.43 58.70 62.18 7.02 

Accumulation 59.30 59.73 61.78 5.98 

Deviation* −1% −1% −1% 60% 

(b) 

 GTV Heart 

 D99 D98 D1 D1 

 Gy Gy Gy Gy 

Initial Plan 60.34 60.40 63.17 4.38 

Phase −5 mm 58.96 59.46 62.45 10.21 

Phase −4 mm 59.56 59.91 62.76 9.37 

Phase −3 mm 59.72 60.04 62.75 8.80 

Phase −2 mm 59.82 60.08 62.76 8.22 

Phase −1 mm 59.79 59.96 62.79 6.76 

Phase 0 mm 60.07 60.18 62.73 6.45 

Phase 1 mm 60.06 60.18 62.71 6.66 

Phase 2 mm 59.96 59.99 62.61 10.14 

Phase 3 mm 59.35 59.71 62.43 9.78 

Phase 4 mm 59.16 59.50 62.33 9.59 

Phase 5 mm 58.95 59.32 62.32 9.21 

Accumulation 60.06 60.19 61.97 7.82 

Deviation* 0% 0% −2% 79% 
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(c) 

 GTV Heart 

 D99 D98 D1 D1 

 Gy Gy Gy Gy 

Initial Plan 59.98 60.11 62.72 2.69 

Phase −5 mm 42.99 43.97 62.32 3.96 

Phase −4 mm 49.27 50.74 62.36 3.76 

Phase −3 mm 51.74 52.79 62.33 3.48 

Phase −2 mm 54.27 55.15 62.30 3.32 

Phase −1 mm 54.81 55.07 62.44 1.87 

Phase 0 mm 53.55 54.00 62.53 1.76 

Phase 1 mm 53.64 54.18 62.22 1.91 

Phase 2 mm 49.62 50.92 62.25 4.53 

Phase 3 mm 46.66 47.98 62.36 4.44 

Phase 4 mm 43.53 44.96 62.50 4.44 

Phase 5 mm 46.50 47.51 63.13 3.96 

Accumulation 52.87 53.48 61.87 2.96 

Deviation* −12% −11% −1% 10% 

(d) 

 GTV Heart 

 D99 D98 D1 D1 

 Gy Gy Gy Gy 

Initial Plan 59.99 60.10 61.94 1.88 

Phase −5 mm 57.04 57.38 61.77 12.79 

Phase −4 mm 57.27 57.50 61.76 12.10 

Phase −3 mm 57.82 57.99 61.74 11.67 

Phase −2 mm 57.78 58.02 61.75 11.07 

Phase −1 mm 58.07 58.35 61.85 8.94 

Phase 0 mm 58.02 58.32 61.88 8.44 

Phase 1 mm 58.02 58.35 61.93 8.94 

Phase 2 mm 56.53 56.77 61.97 12.93 

Phase 3 mm 56.38 56.65 61.94 12.66 

Phase 4 mm 56.14 56.51 61.91 12.36 

Phase 5 mm 54.39 55.15 61.60 11.58 

Accumulation 57.48 57.68 61.36 8.07 

Deviation* −4% −4% −1% 329% 

Abbreviations: GTV = gross tumor volume; D99 D98 and D1 (the dose to 99%, 98% and 1% of region of interest vo-
lume, respectively); *Deviation represents the deviation between accumulation and initial plan indicated as propor-
tion of initial plan. Accumulation represents the accumulative dose of eleven phases. 
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(a1)                                                            (a2) 

 
(b1)                                                            (b2) 

 
(c1)                                                            (c2) 

 
(d1)                                                            (d2) 

Figure 5. Dose difference between accumulation and initial plan based on (a1) CTavg_tumor, (b1) CTavg_muscle, (c1) CTavg_only, (d1) 
MIP, GTV comparison DVH between accumulation and initial plan based on (a2) CTavg_tumor, (b2) CTavg_muscle, (c2) CTavg_only, 
(d2) MIP CT. 
 

the beam direction doesn’t take into account of the tissue heterogeneity in the lung re-
gion especially around bone, muscle and lung tissue interface. More recently, Liu et al. 
have been working worst-case scenario optimized treatment plan for lung cancer for  
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Figure 6. DVHs of different phase for GTV with initial pan based (a) CTavg_tumor considering 3.5% proton range overestimate, (b) 
CTavg_tumor considering 3.5% proton range underestimate, (c) CTavg_muscle considering 3.5% proton range overestimate, (d) CTavg_ 
muscle considering 3.5% proton range underestimate. 
 

intensity modulated proton therapy (IMPT) which shows improved dose coverage 
compared to the PTV based IMPT plan. 

Last but not least, there is still limitation on this method of using DIR and 4DCT to 
assess the actual dose to the mobile target. Because the interplay effect between the 
proton scanning beam delivery and target or organ motion may cause inhomogeneous 
dose distribution. Current methodology assumes that all the proton dose were totally 
delivered to each phases, but in reality some spots and energy layers might be delivered 
in one phase while others might be delivered to the other phases. Thus, the accumula-
tive or actual dose might be different. Dose painting technique was suggested to mi-
nimize the interplay effects. 

5. Conclusion 

This study quantitatively evaluates the advantage and disadvantage of four different  
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Table 2. Dose value of GTV with initial plan based (a) CTavg_tumor considering 3.5% proton 
range overestimate, (b) CTavg_tumor considering 3.5% proton range underestimate, (c) CTavg_ 
muscle considering 3.5% proton range overestimate, (d) based CTavg_muscle considering 3.5% 
proton range underestimate. 

(a) 

 GTV 

 D99 D98 D1 

 Gy Gy Gy 

Initial Plan 59.94 60.07 62.34 

Phase −5 mm 49.83 51.96 61.80 

Phase −4 mm 54.57 55.53 62.05 

Phase −3 mm 55.94 56.44 62.07 

Phase −2 mm 56.74 57.37 62.00 

Phase −1 mm 57.95 58.18 62.28 

Phase 0 mm 58.20 58.40 62.18 

Phase 1 mm 58.21 58.50 62.04 

Phase 2 mm 59.04 59.41 62.21 

Phase 3 mm 58.58 58.88 62.41 

Phase 4 mm 58.52 58.87 62.21 

Phase 5 mm 57.73 58.99 62.08 

Accumulation 57.80 57.99 61.67 

Deviation* −4% −3% −1% 

(b) 

 
GTV 

 
D99 D98 D1 

 
Gy Gy Gy 

Initial Plan 59.94 60.07 62.34 

Phase −5 mm 58.95 59.02 61.54 

Phase −4 mm 58.33 58.56 61.51 

Phase −3 mm 58.83 59.10 61.70 

Phase −2 mm 59.17 59.32 61.55 

Phase −1 mm 59.06 59.22 62.03 

Phase 0 mm 59.16 59.37 62.18 

Phase 1 mm 59.35 59.62 61.96 

Phase 2 mm 58.40 58.59 61.69 

Phase 3 mm 58.05 58.42 61.72 

Phase 4 mm 57.94 58.25 61.71 

Phase 5 mm 56.53 56.76 61.61 

Accumulation 59.25 59.38 61.34 

Deviation* −1% −1% −2% 
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(c) 

 
GTV 

 
D99 D98 D1 

 
Gy Gy Gy 

Initial Plan 60.34 60.40 63.17 

Phase −5 mm 54.96 55.75 62.33 

Phase −4 mm 57.40 58.00 62.78 

Phase −3 mm 57.86 58.23 62.83 

Phase −2 mm 58.09 58.52 62.79 

Phase −1 mm 58.57 59.20 62.92 

Phase 0 mm 59.11 59.39 62.81 

Phase 1 mm 59.20 59.47 62.72 

Phase 2 mm 59.95 60.12 62.78 

Phase 3 mm 58.83 59.35 62.53 

Phase 4 mm 58.80 59.16 62.47 

Phase 5 mm 59.53 59.75 62.59 

Accumulation 58.97 59.37 62.15 

Deviation* −2% −2% −2% 

(d) 

 
GTV 

 
D99 D98 D1 

 
Gy Gy Gy 

Initial Plan 60.34 60.40 63.17 

Phase −5 mm 59.36 59.58 62.14 

Phase −4 mm 58.97 59.11 62.01 

Phase −3 mm 59.50 59.59 62.24 

Phase −2 mm 59.66 59.82 62.13 

Phase −1 mm 59.92 59.99 62.34 

Phase 0 mm 59.88 59.97 62.40 

Phase 1 mm 59.80 59.93 62.42 

Phase 2 mm 58.99 59.34 62.10 

Phase 3 mm 58.53 58.98 62.10 

Phase 4 mm 58.54 58.78 62.07 

Phase 5 mm 57.30 57.56 61.69 

Accumulation 58.91 59.29 61.65 

Deviation* −2% −2% −2% 

Abbreviations: GTV = gross tumor volume; D99 D98 and D1 (the dose to 99%, 98% and 1% of region of interest vo-
lume, respectively); *Deviation represents the deviation between accumulation and initial plan indicated as propor-
tion of initial plan. Accumulation represents the accumulative dose of eleven phases. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of DVHs for GTV between accumulation and initial plan based (a) CTavg_tumor, (b) CTavg_muscle. 

 
SFUD PBS planning strategies for lung mobile tumor. The study recommends using 
CTavg_tumor and CTavg_muscle SFDU planning strategies for mobile lung tumor. 
Our study results also indicate that the more conservative in overriding the ITV density 
to high density will result in more significant overdose of the organ at the distal end of 
the target. Special care is needed in evaluating the cases where lung and heart dose is 
critical. Last but not the least, all of the four planning strategies in study do not com-
pensate adequately the proton range uncertainty in lung tissue (3.5%). Additional 
BSPTV margins might be needed along the beam direction in the lung tissue. Thus, 
SFUD PBS planning strategy based on CTavg_tumor and CTavg_muscle is not perfect 
solutions to mobile lung tumor due to uncertainty in the interplay effect and proton 
range uncertainties. The future planning strategy for lung mobile tumor will go towards 
the development of robustness optimization algorithm, repainting technique as well as 
motion management of using gating or breath-hold. 
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